Lots of us squirrel away food in our desks. If there’s ever an emergency need to hibernate in our office for the winter, we want to be prepared.

Just for fun, we conducted a snack-food desk audit of 122 office workers to see how well stocked the average desk is. People would pull out granola bars, gum, a half-full container of Tic-Tacs, ketchup packets, and errant M&Ms mingled in with the paper clips. The average office worker had 476 calories worth of food in their desk within arm’s reach. One person had more than 3000 calories—bags of Cheetos, O Henry candy bars, wasabi packets, an opened granola bar in a zip-top bag, sugar-free Certs, and five cans of pop-top tuna fish. Three thousand calories and sugar-free Certs? Perhaps for the tuna fish. Another desk had packets of Northwest Airlines peanuts, two warm beers, and a piece of birthday cake. Nothing gets you over a late morning carbo-craving like stale birthday cake and a warm beer.

People who had candy in or on their desk reported weighing 15.4 pounds more than those who didn’t.
**Move Away from the Desk**

**But, how harmful can eating** a few calories at your desk really be? One thing we know is that people who had candy in or on their desk reported weighing 15.4 pounds more than those who didn’t. A 45-minute lunchtime workout can be undone in three minutes by an O Henry bar and vintage airline peanuts.

Yet while most people snack at their desk, there are others who eat their whole lunch there. We usually tell ourselves that we work through our lunches because we’re overwhelmed with work, we need to catch up on email, and we want that gold star for being a worker-bee. Sure, we might be overwhelmed, but it might also be an excuse. Eating at our desk is more convenient than dining at the cafeteria or wandering down the street to grab a sandwich, and it’s easier than asking someone to join us.

A nice solution would be if our company offered us something more interesting to do during lunch than update our Facebook page and watch YouTube videos of skateboarding dogs. Companies could offer a brown bag presentation series, a Pilates class, a made-over break room that doesn’t look like an air raid shelter from the Cold War, or even a lunchroom that offers foods in colors other than white and brown. These would be the first steps in a new kind of corporate wellness program: one that gets us to move a little more and eat a little better without really trying. One that’s focused on the majority of us who are already in pretty decent shape.

**What You Can Do . . .**

**Desktop Diets: Candy Dish Confidential**

Our candy dish study showed that moving a candy dish only 6 feet away from a desk led office workers to eat 125 fewer calories--half as much as they would have otherwise eaten. The most dangerous candy dish is one that is close, clear, and chocolaty.

If your candy dish is going to be close and clear, don’t fill it with chocolate. Replacing chocolate with something you’re not crazy about – perhaps hard candy – helps you feel like a “giving” person without giving too much to your inner Orca.
DESKTOP DIETS
OUT OF SIGHT, OFF OF THIGHS

* Our hidden-camera candy dish study showed that moving a candy dish only 6 feet away from a desk led workers to eat 125 fewer calories—half of what they would have otherwise eaten. The most dangerous candy dish is one that is close, clear, and chocolaty. How many extra calories does the candy dish cost you each year?

* If your candy dish is going to be close and clear, don’t fill it with chocolate. Replacing chocolate with something you’re not crazy about—perhaps hard candy—helps you feel like a “giving” person without giving too much to your inner Orca.

4 CANDIES PER DAY
8 feet away

9 CANDIES PER DAY
clear candy dish

7 CANDIES PER DAY
candy dish

3 CANDIES PER DAY
candy dish
[in desk drawer]
Rethinking Corporate Wellness

Not that long ago, companies used to pay workers to smoke. Everyone was given 15-minute breaks in the morning and again in the afternoon to have their coffee and cigarette. Your company basically paid you 6.25 percent of your salary to go out and smoke a filter-less Camel if you wanted.

Today, company wellness is a big business—your company wants you to be healthy and productive, and the right wellness program can cut health care costs and absenteeism by 25 to 30 percent. But many wellness plans seem more like our own New Year’s resolutions: They’re enthusiastic and bold, but the never really seem to deliver. These plans almost always have four parts: a health education program, a company fitness component, revamped cafeteria food, and incentives. But unfortunately there just aren’t as many amazing success stories as there are disappointing fizzes.

Part of the reason these plans don’t work is that they look suspiciously like tenth grade. Health education is like health class, company fitness is like gym, new cafeteria foods are like boring school lunches, and incentives are like grades. These programs might perk up the former valedictorian, but they don’t do too much for those of us who daydreamed our way through biology class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WELLNESS PROGRAMS AT WORK</th>
<th>TENTH GRADE AT HIGH SCHOOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health education programs</td>
<td>Health class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company fitness</td>
<td>Gym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New cafeteria foods</td>
<td>Boring school lunches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>Grades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The companies we work with say that about 60 percent of their employees are healthy, another 30 percent are fairly healthy, and it’s the last 10 percent cost that cost all the money—through absenteeism, presenteeism (being at work without really working), and higher insurance costs. Ten percent might not sound like a big deal, but there’s a migration: Healthy people gradually become fairly healthy, fairly healthy people gradually become unhealthy, and unhealthy people gradually leave the company. This seldom works in reverse.
Instead of focusing so much attention on the unhealthy people, it would be more forward-thinking to focus on keeping the healthy people healthy. You’ll never have everyone in perfect health, but as Dee Edington, a noted University of Michigan kinesiologist, argues, 1) Keep the healthy healthy and 2) Don’t let anyone get worse.

**TWO RULES OF WELLNESS**

1. Maintain Good Health  
2. Don’t Get Worse

But if corporate wellness programs are too much like going to school – health class, gym, lunchtime, and grades--they won’t work very well, because most people don’t want to be in school for the rest of their lives. Instead, the best wellness programs are ones people don’t even know they’re doing. Better to have a small program that helps most people than a glitzy one that helps only the Body for Life fanatics who were pumping it up anyway. Let’s start off easy with break room and cafeteria makeovers, then move to fitness and weight loss programs. After that we’ll get really radical.
When people eat at their desks, it looks like they’re shackled to the oars of a galley ship. One advantage to break rooms or lunchrooms is they do just that: They give you a chance to enjoy a break and your lunch—if they’re done right.

Unfortunately, most break rooms don’t have that cozy Martha Stewart feel with the yellow, soft focus lighting. Instead, they look like the interrogation rooms you see in police movies—gray and barren with a beat-up metal table, glaring lights, and a Nick Nolte-looking guy who’s growling that “you can either do it the easy way or the hard way.” Of course this is an exaggeration. Unlike the interrogation room, your company break room has a Pepsi machine.

The Dutch have a word for warm, cozy places: “gezelig.” The Russians have a word for cold, non-cozy places: gulags. Most break rooms are less Dutch geszelig-y than they are Russian gulag-y. It’s no wonder they’re often empty and that people would rather sit at their desk updating their Facebook page than chatting with Mr. Nolte about the kids.

What You Can Do . . .

Pack a Lunch or Pack on Pounds?

What happens when you make a lunch from home? You generally make it on a full stomach. Either you make it after dinner the night before or after breakfast. And you usually put at least a little thought into it—maybe you include a sandwich, chips, and fruit or yogurt.

But what happens when you buy your lunch at work? You’re generally starving and will inevitably end up with something that’s a lot less healthy and has a lot more calories.

We do a lot of lunchtime intercepts, and when it comes to healthier eaters, the adult brown-baggers are usually the Gold Medalists. Even with the cookie and chips they often bring, they eat better and eat less.

As part of a slim by design redesign, we worked with a mid-size welding company that made a lot of large, iron, green-painted farm equipment parts. Their workers didn’t work at desks; they did real work—they moved, welded, lifted, and painted stuff. They went home with backaches, not headaches. But they also went home overweight.

The company had three shifts and no cafeteria. What they had was more along the line of a break room-lunchroom with a rusty refrigerator from an Animal House basement, a microwave with brown stains from burrito explosions, a couple work safety signs that said things like _4 DAYS WITHOUT AN ACCIDENT_, and a beat-up table with dented folding chairs that had been used in fights. Outside the room there were four or five
vending machines, including one of those 1950s-looking “Vend-o-Mat” machines where you spin the shelves around, plug in some money, and open a little door to take out your hermetically sealed egg-salad sandwich with no expiration date.

This wasn’t a place where people ate lunch at their desks—there were no desks. But the lunchroom was simply too depressing to entice any workers to eat there. Instead they would drive down to the local fast food restaurants or grab things out of the Vend-o-Mat and head out of the building to wolf it down and smoke. Who could blame them? No one wants to eat in an interrogation room.

We first focused on vending machines. We recommended that they move the Pepsi and candy machines to faraway corners on the factory floor. This way we weren’t taking away any indulgences, we were just making people work a little harder for them—they would have to walk another hundred yards for their Pepsi. We also asked Mr. Vend-o-Mat if he could add a few healthier foods--turkey and cheese, mixed nuts, fruit--and put these healthy foods in the eye-level slots. Since he made higher margins from these foods anyway, he did it immediately.

The second change was a break room makeover. Management brought in bright paint, nice lights, new appliances, tables, chairs, and a big flat-screen TV. They also put in some snappy posters, an announcement bulletin board, and pamphlet holders with company newsletters and wellness brochures. Oh . . . and free fruit. Every day the company bought in bunches of bananas and put them in colorful bowls in the middle of each table. Inexpensive bananas that were great for the company and great for the workers.

Within one month, the lunchroom was the hip place to be. The TV set helped a lot, but so did the paint, posters, and free bananas. Workers spent less time driving to the drive-thru and picked up more health newsletters and brochures. The Mr. Pepsi distributor might have made a bit less coin because some people thought the new vending machine location was a little far to walk to, but he still got to keep a profitable account.

But doing a break room makeover isn’t just for the blue-collar factory floor. It’s also for office buildings. Making the break room a place to take a healthier break isn’t that expensive. And if workers don’t want to eat here, we might still get a shot at them in the cafeteria. Just be careful not to overdo it.
The Break Room Makeover

What’s it take to pull people away from the desk or from driving to the local fast food drive through? Not much more than new paint, a flat screen TV, some updated bulletin boards, and a refrigerator and microwave from this century.
What's it take to pull people away from the desk or from driving to the local fast-food drive-thru? Not much more than new paint, a flat-screen TV, some updated bulletin boards, and a refrigerator and microwave from this century.
Fighting the Google-Plex of Food

Some companies use food as a competitive weapon. Take Google. Since opening its binary doors in 1999, it’s had the policy of offering free food for all the brainiacs who work there. When Google decided to make food free, they did it big. First, they installed more than 130 free mini-7-Eleven snack rooms they call “micro-kitchens” that they pride on being within 100 feet of every single employee. These have all the snacks, cold drinks, coffees, and fruits you can imagine, and they say the average Googler is never more than one hundred feet away from food. It’s all free, free, and free. Before work, during work, and after work (but don’t take it home).

Second, they have amazingly super cool cafeterias that serve almost anything you would imagine (sushi, BBQ, curry, burgers, chili, Jell-O, dessert bars) and some foods you wouldn’t imagine (kale and pumpkin pizza). Grab a tray and pile it high. Go back for seconds if you wish. Repeat until you feel like your stomach is about to explode. And again, it’s all free, all the time. Management isn’t shy about saying why:

- It’s a recruiting and retention plus.
- It keeps high-salaried software engineers on site rather than driving around for an hour looking for restaurant.
- It encourages good “accidental conversations” with other Googlers.
- It reduces bad “accidental conversations”—those involving trade secrets—with pesky neighborhood competitors.

Unfortunately, there’s also something called the “Google fifteen.” It’s the fifteen pounds new Googlers—they’re called Nooglers—are rumored to gain shortly after joining the clan. This isn’t unique to Google. There’s also the M&M/Mars fifteen and the Nabisco fifteen that happen at other headquarters. In fact, this probably happens at any company where there’s lots of tasty, widely available free food.

Some of the first steps to make the Micro Kitchens more slim by design were pretty straightforward. Armed with our cafeteria research findings (described in the next chapter), a student whose dissertation committee I was on, Jessica Wisdom, took a job with Google in People Analytics and started nudging things around. We knew that the three things that determine what a person eats in a free food environment: 1) what’s most convenient, 2) what’s most attractive, and 3) what’s most normal.

- All the healthy snacks—like fruits, baked things, and granola-ly things—were put on the top shelves and the less healthy snacks—like Kit-Kats and Peanut M&Ms—were reduced to the smaller “Fun Size” and put on the “I-can barely-see-it-from-here” bottom row.
- All the bottled waters and calorie-free flavored waters were put at eye level in the coolers and soft drinks at the bottom—water intake increased by 47 percent and drink calories dropped by 7 percent.
- Fruit bowls are now about the first and last thing you see.
- Candy is in opaque bins and not out in plain sight—9 percent less candy was taken in just the first week.

The challenge with the Google Fifteen was to also figure out what to do about the massively tempting cafeterias. Our interviews with Googlers showed four complaints. Too much tasty variety led them to overeat, they wasted all sorts of food, they thought this...
was irresponsible and unsustainable, and they gained weight before they knew it – they had gained a Google Gut faster than they could say “The square root of 170 is 13.038.” Some small changes we recommended include:

- Putting the salad at the front of the line and the dessert at the back.
- Offering small plates to diners so they would take less—32 percent chose the smaller ones.\(^{xvi}\)
- Downscaling the size of desserts to just three bites. They could still take a second or third helping, but not many do.\(^{xv}\)

One approach would be to reduce the variety of food. Sure, if Google only offered beans and rice, people won’t overeat . . . there. They’ll go off-campus to overeat—bad news. A better solution would be to make it less easy—but not impossible—to pile a four-foot stack of food on a tray. This could first be done by breaking that massive cafeteria into four smaller cafes based on the style of food—Asian, Vegetarian, Italian, and an American Grill. You could still pile on a four-foot stack of food; but you’d have to go in and out of four different doors—probably too much of a hassle for most people most of the time. Analogous to the 100-calorie pack, each time they left one of the four cafes, they’d have to ask themselves if they really wanted to visit the next one. They couldn’t blame Google for restricting their choices, they’d just think, *Uhh . . . this is enough.*

As for the complaints about irresponsibility and unsustainability, Google had a stoplight rating system for certain foods. Green was healthy, red was less healthy, and yellow was in-between.\(^{xvi}\) Most people seemed to ignore it, so here’s what we suggested. Since every Googler has an ID card, they could have a debit account linked to it. For every Green-dotted food a Googler buys, it’s free. For every Yellow-dotted food they buy, their account gets charged 50 cents and Google matches that 50 cents and donates it to charity—such as the theoretical “Hungry Kids Without Wi-Fi Foundation.” For every red-dotted food they buy, this goes up to a matched $1. Googlers could still have anything they wanted, but they’d have to pause for a second to think about how badly they wanted it.

To tackle the “I gained weight before I knew it” problem, Bob Evans, one of their software engineers, had an idea. Have you ever seen those iPhone or Android apps that let you upload a photo of yourself, and it shows you what you would look like if you were twenty or forty pounds skinnier or fatter? This would either motivate or scare the bejesus out of you. John figured there might be a way to have a “food scanner” set up that could scan someone’s tray and a camera and screen in front of them would take their photo and instantly display what they would look like in a year if they ate this much food every day for lunch. Way cool.

These adventures with the Google cafeterias are continuing, but they show how a few seemingly small changes can change a culture, and a waistline. Now let’s return to the real world of cafeteria cuisine and how it can better fit within your wellness program.
Cafeteria Cuisine

One of the first things companies try when attempting a cafeteria makeover is to add a couple healthier foods—they throw a new salad on the menu and switch from fried to baked potato chips. They then proudly announce this as evidence of their commitment to employee wellness. That’s like you or I microwaving a bowl of lima beans, putting them in front of our kids, and announcing it as our commitment to fight childhood obesity. The cafeteria can offer it, but we don’t have to buy it . . . it’s not nutrition until it’s eaten.

What Your Workplace Cafeteria Can Do to Help You . . .

Keep Your Tray

Some college cafeterias have been going tray-less, thinking it might help students eat a little less, waste a little less—and cost a little less. Unfortunately, going tray-less also gets them to eat a lot less salad.

If a college student usually goes through a cafeteria line and gets a salad, an entree, and a dessert, what do you think they’d leave behind when they can’t carry everything back to their table with just their two hands? Sixty-two percent left the salad behind but clung to their dessert. And almost all of the savings in “waste” from going tray-less—which is measured by weight—is from wasted beverages, not food.

Instead of dumping trays, downsize them. They might still reduce a little waste but not at the expense of salad selection and nutrition.

Few places other than Google offer tastier food at better prices than the United States Department of Agriculture’s cafeteria in Washington, DC. The USDA helps set the Dietary Guidelines, and they have nutrition nailed down: The cafeteria offers great whole-grain bread, huge salad bars, sushi, kimchee, low-fat desserts, and organic, gluten-free, vegetarian specials and they serve 1400 hungry lunch-goers every day. Yet what would make these lunch specials even more special would be if people actually bought them. Like all cafeterias, the USDA’s privately-run cafeteria needs to make money, so in addition to the specials, they have incredible bacon cheeseburgers and gourmet pizza to round out your order of curly fries, and they have triple-chunky, full-fat blue cheese dressing and bacon strips to help your side salad provide 100 percent of your daily calorie needs.

But it doesn’t matter how healthy the food is, as you well know by now, it’s not nutrition until it’s eaten. They asked us to help them figure how they could help guide people to the good stuff.

Here’s what happens most weekdays at 12:03: Manager Mike, stressed out and distracted by an urgent deadline, is hurrying down to grab a quick lunch. He’s going to charge right past the organic, gluten-free, vegetarian special and pick up his favorite default lunch: two slices of the Meat Blaster pizza. As he hurtles past the salad bar, he suddenly sees that the pizza line is too long and course-corrects to the bacon cheeseburger line. He grabs what looks like the biggest burger and curly fries and makes
a beeline to the soft drinks and then to the cashier who’s closest to the cooler. By the
time he arrives with his Coke, there are three people ahead of him. He impatiently shifts
from leg to leg, looks around, and grabs a chocolate chunk cookie from the display next
to him.

Given Mike’s mindset, it’s going to be hard to convince him to ditch his bacon
cheeseburger for a whole-grain turkey sandwich and a banana. That’s what most
“healthy” cafeterias do wrong. They think they can move Mike to the turkey sandwich by
giving him calorie information that compares bananas and bacon. The smarter approach
would be to get him to take the turkey sandwich without thinking about it. A senior USDA
adviser asked us to help.

Four of us from the Lab photographed food layouts and signage, mapped out
traffic flow paths, and recorded the relevant decision times and wait times for the lunch
crowd. When we send teams to do corporate cafeteria makeovers, we’ll usually
recommend the top six changes we think will be the easiest, quickest, and most effective
to make. After they make these, we’ll suggest others. Here are the first six we gave the
USDA.

---

**Quick USDA Cafeteria Check List**

1. **Put a menu board of the healthy specials at the cafeteria entrance**
   (but not called “healthy”) to prime Manager Mike to think about
   something other than a mindless bacon cheeseburger on his way in.
2. **Set up a Grab-n-Go aisle next to one of the registers with only
   healthier foods.**
3. **Place fruit and no-calorie drinks at eye level in bottlenecked areas.**
4. **Feature the healthier soups in a soup island in the middle of the
   room; put the pizza station and grill in the very back.**
5. **Always put the healthy foods in the first place people look, whether
   it’s side dishes or salad toppings.**
6. **Offer half-size portions, even half a baked potato instead of a whole.**

The day after changes such as these are made, it’s amusing to watch what people
do. People like Manager Mike plow into the cafeteria, jolt to a stop, hold their breath for
a second, and look like they’ve accidentally wandered into an alternate Twilight Zone
reality. They then start to tentatively creep around like it’s their first day at work. For the
first couple weeks they usually buy the exact foods they used to buy. It’s almost as if being
in a strange environment makes them want their favorite foods so they can feel more in
control. But after a couple weeks, people become more familiar with the layout and start
acting mindlessly again. This time, however, the healthy foods have an edge: Mike’s been
pre-alerted to them by the “Today’s Specials” sign at the entrance, they’re the first foods
he sees, and they’re always the most convenient. Before the cafeteria knows it, they’re
out of turkey sandwiches because Mike just took the last one.
What You Can Do . . .

Fruit Sets the Tone

What’s the first thing you should put on your tray? If you want to eat healthier, pick up a piece of fruit. When we gave people a free piece of fruit at the beginning of their lunch line journey, they continued to make healthier lunch choices than those who received nothing. Worst of all, when we instead gave them cookies first, they didn’t compensate by getting a salad. They pretty much threw in the towel and headed for the pepperoni and sausage pizza.\textsuperscript{xix}

When we put cut bacon and cheesy eggs as the first thing on a breakfast buffet for corporate wellness trainers, even they were three times as likely to take them then if we put them last.\textsuperscript{xx} When we put cut fruit first, they were twice as likely to take it.

Make fruit the first thing you plop on your tray. It seems to trigger a chain reaction of healthier choices.

What Your Worksite Cafeteria Can Do to Help You . . .

Cash for Cookies

A funny thing seems to happen when people pay with cash--they think twice. In our cafeteria studies, people who paid with cash bought more milk, fewer soft drinks, and fewer desserts compared to those who used debit or credit cards.\textsuperscript{xxi}

\textbf{When people pay with cash:}
\begin{itemize}
  \item They eat slightly better.
  \item They spend about as much.
  \item The cafeteria doesn’t have to pay the 3 to 5 percent credit card transaction fee.
\end{itemize}

So you might be doing both the employees and yourself a favor by offering employees a small discount--maybe 2 or 3 percent--if they use cash instead of credit or debit. They still have the option to do whatever they want, but they’re being nudged to be slim by design. You might be trading off quite a few calories for the three extra airline points you get by using your VISA. Cash is king in this situation.
The Company Health Club

Fitness trainers have a saying: “Health clubs are where New Year’s resolutions go to die.” Companies have high hopes for any new fitness center, workout room, or walking trail they build. But like our New Year’s resolutions, they’re high hopes with low results.

There are two real problems with health clubs. First, most of us don’t like to exercise. Sure, we can get hooked on what it gives us—an energy boost, an endorphin high, or six-pack abs—but we don’t inherently like to exercise. It’s a means to an end. Even the inspiring and wacky Jack LaLanne—the guy who once swam up the Mississippi River with twelve rowboats chained behind him—said, “I hate to exercise. It’s very hard to leave a warm bed and a hot woman for a cold gym.” He said that when he was ninety-four (and when his wife was eighty-three).

The second problem is that we use exercise as an excuse to eat more. Ever start a new exercise program and gain weight instead of losing it? Join the club. It’s often the case that a new gym membership comes with three pounds of fat attached to it. We work out and then crack open a pint of Haagen-Dazs or eat a bigger dinner because we feel that we earned it. Remember, one hour on the treadmill is erased in the two minutes it takes to get back to inhale the vintage food stash at your desk.

If we don’t really like exercising and unknowingly use it as an excuse to eat more, we have three options: 1) we can exercise more and eat less, 2) we can avoid it, or 3) we can do it, but not call it "exercise." Just as we can trick ourselves into mindlessly eating better, we can trick ourselves into mindlessly exercising.

Suppose one day you go on a walk and call it an exercise walk, and the next day you walked the exact same route at the exact same pace, but you called it a scenic walk. Do you think you’d eat the same lunch?

Each spring, my Lab holds a Consumer Camp on the Cornell campus in Ithaca, New York. It’s a free event for anyone from anywhere who wants to hear about our Lab’s news-you-can-use discoveries over the past year. We also use this as an opportunity to involve our guests in experiments. If you’d attended a recent Consumer Camp, Thursday would have started with presentations and demonstrations. Then at 11:30, just before lunch, one of my researchers would have announced that everyone was going to go on a thirty-minute walk, so we’d have time (wink-wink) to set up for lunch. Half the group would go with Laura Smith and half with Carolina Werle.

Once your group got out of the building, Laura told you that you’d be taking a thirty-minute scenic walk that wound around beautiful Beebe Lake (about 1.5 miles). As you walked briskly, Laura would point out scenic landmarks along with deer, ducks, Bigfoot, and other wildlife. When you returned thirty minutes later, the lunch buffet was ready and you served yourself salad, pasta, and pudding. You finished lunch just in time for the afternoon sessions to start.

What you didn’t know was that your best friend—the one who was in Carolina’s walking group—had a very different interpretation of what was happening. Although she walked the exact same route at the exact same brisk pace around the exact same lake, Carolina had said they were on an exercise walk. Instead of pointing out landmarks and wildlife,
she kept pointing out how far they had gone: “Here’s the quarter mile marker,” “We’re almost half way there,” and so on.

You were told your walk was a scenic walk; your friend was told it was an exercise walk. How do you think you and your friend ate differently? We know because we’d hidden scales under your lunch plates. We knew how much you served yourself, how much you left behind, and therefore how much you ate.

Even though you walked the same distance and route at the same pace, you ate differently. Exercisers rewarded their hard work by taking less salad and by taking more chocolate pudding. After the smoke cleared and they had returned to the afternoon sessions, the people who believed they had exercised had served and eaten 24 percent more chocolate pudding. When we believe we have sacrificed, we compensate by rewarding ourselves later.

Suppose your company built a walking trail around its building (or in it). Walking trails are nice, but don’t pin high hopes on their wellness results. Lunchtime is short, and walking trails aren’t that alluring—particularly during the winter. In one snow-belt company we even built a walking trail through the factory—using a nice bright yellow line and distance markers—but this didn’t move the obesity dial. It got a few more office workers walking, but nothing more. When it comes to working out at work, most of us have 1) no time, or 2) no interest.

Exercise is tough to inspire. Sure, there are a few employees who’ll do Pilates and use the Buns-of-Steel-Meister machine in the gym, but they probably would have done it in a different gym anyway. Sure, there will be the Marine Corps Marathon runners and the shirtless Matterhorn climber, but it probably wasn’t the company’s “Exercise Now for Fun and Good Health” flier that did it. These people were already working out.
But a company can make some changes that make it necessary for everyone to move a little more. Changes that make them walk a little farther to the restrooms, or farther from the parking lot. One company moved its walkways from the parking lots so they wrapped around the scenic back of the building instead into the cold front foyer. Even though some people initially complained when it rained, walking three times as far for a more beautiful view seemed worth it for most. When Steve Jobs was at Pixar, he proposed idea of having only one central bathroom: great for exercise and collaboration, less great for emergencies.\textsuperscript{xxv}

### What You Can Do . . .

#### You’re Toning, Not Burning

Starting a new weight training or Pilates program? There’s nothing like lifting weights and working muscles to make some people want to lift a little extra food.

One way to head this off is to think of strength training as something you do to tone yourself, not to burn calories. Of the fifty gym-goers we worked with, forty-one said that this refocus made them less likely to reward themselves with extra calories.\textsuperscript{xxvi} No proof other than what they told us, but seems to be a promising mindset to jumpstart us in the right direction.

#### A Kinder, Gentler Cheeseburger

When you exercise, you don’t always eat less, but you might eat better. If you don’t let yourself get carried away, exercise can prime the idea of health, and it might get you to pack your lunch rather than pull into a drive-thru.

I once asked President George Bush (the younger one) how he knew whether he was eating healthy. He said, “I don’t know much about nutrition, but my wife jokes that I exercise eight days a week. There’s something about running five miles before lunch that makes a cheeseburger and fries seem a lot less tempting.” Yet another reason to lace up our Nikes and just do it.
Coaching and Weight-loss Programs

Weight loss is often a key corporate wellness goal. But there’s no one-size-fits-all solution. People try to do it in all sorts of different ways. As mentioned in chapter 1, some people count calories, some use support groups, some use a fad diet, some skip dessert. People often ask, “What’s your best tip?” But the changes or “tips” my family has made to be slim by design might be impractical or ineffective for the family next door or the single guy across the street.

I was recently asked by a large employee union to contribute to a program that would help their employees lose weight. Instead of a one-size-fits-all plan, it became a choose-whatever-you-want plan—a wellness buffet. They reimbursed each employee’s insurance premium for the year as long as they participated in a few activities for just the first six months of the year. After that they could choose to do what they wanted.

They were then given a list of forty to fifty activities, like go to a gym three times per week, join a worksite TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) program, take a ballroom dancing class, join a paintball league, sign up for nutrition seminars, take a meditation class, join an online weight loss program, and so on. Different activities were worth different points, and as long as your activities added up to 100 points or more, the company paid your premium.

Why should your company care whether you bowl, meditate, or Rumba? Two reasons: It makes you more productive, and it saves them money. They save money if you don’t need to take as many sick days as you took last year and if you don’t have to go to the doctor as often. And they save a whole lot of money if you don’t need dozens of prescriptions, undergo heart bypass surgery, or have your stomach stapled.

The program was successful because people could get healthier doing what they wanted to do. Some picked activities that would make them slim by design, and others picked activities that gave them more balance in their lives. But it doesn’t really matter—we usually find that both plans intersect. People who lost weight seemed to get more balance in their lives and vice-versa—people who seemed to get more balance in their lives lost weight.

Yet even with these plans, it takes a motivated person to join up and do something they don’t have to really do. It relies on you wanting to take extra effort and time. Sometimes that’s asking a lot, especially since it wasn’t what you agreed to when you signed on for the job. But what if it had been . . .
Do Online Weight Loss Programs Work?

Online weight loss programs are sometimes an option with company wellness programs, but do they work? Each one has devotees who say, “That program worked great for me,” but those devotees might not be like us. Unfortunately, most of these programs don’t give any evidence of how much the average person—the person like us—might lose.

One exception was the National Mindless Eating Challenge. My good friend Collin Payne and I developed this free-to-the-public online pilot program by taking 168 research-based tips from the book Mindless Eating and giving people three different monthly behavior tips that were statistically matched to their lifestyle. People who complied with the tips at least 25 days a month lost about 1.9 pounds each month. The results were okay, but no one won the Biggest Loser competition. Still, if people are only sixteen pounds from happiness, they’d reach “happy” in less than a year.

When the only published results from an online weight loss program are only okay, what about those programs that don’t publish any results? The right online diet program might move your weight in the right direction, but until you have more evidence, it might not be your miracle cure.

Would You Sign a Health Conduct Code?

Imagine if part of your job description was to be healthy. Most companies have a company manual and a conduct code you sign when you start. It tells you generally how to handle company property (“no stealing”), how to deal with coworkers (“no touching”), how to dress (“no mesh T-shirts or Speedos”). We read it, and if we want the job badly enough, we drink the company Kool-Aid, sign it, and we save our black mesh T-shirt for the weekend.

What if a new Silicon Valley company—LeederLab—also had a behavior code related to health? They didn’t grade you on your cholesterol or your blood pressure, but you had to agree to exercise at least two days a week, and you had to have an annual physical. Also, if your BMI exceeded 30 at your annual physical, you had to agree to join a weight-loss group—like a company-sponsored TOPS or Weight Watchers program. In all of these cases, the company would pay for the program and give you company time to attend it. Maybe new employees could choose to opt out and not sign the code, but they’d then have to pay for part of their health benefits—or have a higher co-pay.
If you had already worked for the company, you’d be grandfathered in, but here’s what would probably happen. Once exercise and BMI weight loss programs began to be the norm, the grandfathered employees might also start to “up” their game. If they liked their job, they’d probably--almost subconsciously--gradually step in line. If they weren’t that crazy with their job, they’d probably--again almost subconsciously--gradually start looking for a new place to work. Once health started to become the behavioral norm at the company, eating another full box of Samoa Girl Scout cookies at your desk for lunch would become the equivalent of bringing a bong into a board meeting.

This would be a bold and committed company. Some people might decide not to join the company, but those who did would agree to this health code of conduct. This company—LeederLab—doesn’t exist yet. But it wouldn’t have to be a Silly Valley company that only hires twenty-year-old Stanford computer science grads. With a different name, there’s no reason it couldn’t be a power company in Bozeman or a newspaper company in Baton Rouge.

But would you want to work for a company that had a health conduct code? It’s surprising how many people would. My colleague Rebecca Robbins and I found that most employees say they’d sign these codes if the requirements were simple--like getting an annual physical or screening exams--and if it came with discounts on insurance, medications, examinations, or even a donation to a favorite charity. Most people liked the idea of the health contract. It didn’t matter if they were male or female, young or old. What did matter was their weight. People who were just a little overweight loved it and thought it would motivate them. But people who were a lot overweight (BMI over 30) were not as giddy.

Your company probably won’t introduce a Health Conduct Code on Monday, but it might be coming soon. Meanwhile, there are two changes your CEO could make that would quickly help make your whole company more slim by design. The first would be to institute a Health Conduct Code. The second would be to change the job description of your boss.

Where It’s Almost Illegal to be Fat

If you’re a woman with waist over 35.4 inches (33.5 for males), you’re breaking the law in Japan. It’s their Metabo Law--short for metabolic syndrome.

Since 2008, waist measures are required of all 40- to 75-year-olds during their annual checkups. If you’re over, you are referred to counseling, scolded through email and phone correspondence, and given “motivational support.” You won’t get fined, but if your company doesn’t cut down the number of overweight employees, they’ll be forced to pay about 10 percent higher health payments.

Companies are offering discounted gym memberships and special diet plans for employees. Since Japan’s providing the free healthcare, they can technically pass whatever requirements they want. But people don’t have to follow them. While 13 percent are law abiding followers of the medical advice, 87 percent break the Metabo Law. That includes Sumo wrestlers.
Suppose your boss’s job description stated that 10 percent of her pay raise or promotion depended on what she had done this past year to try to improve your health. Things would quickly change--break rooms, cafeterias, and facility rooms would be improved to nudge you to eat a little better and move a little more. Big transformations don’t happen until people are rewarded for wellness.

Who’s more productive: The woman who combines 36 hours of desk work with four hours of company time at yoga, or the guy who slugs it out for 50 hours every week? Hmmm . . . John Peters, the chief strategy officer of the University of Colorado Anschutz Wellness Center asked once asked me that. At some point, those 14 extra hours might be resented and not add up--they might actually begin to subtract. Thirty-six hours of energized work might be worth a lot more than 50 hours of stressed-out, perhaps embittered, exhaustion.

Imagine what would happen if your boss--along with other managers in your company--were graded and promoted partly on how she tried to help make you healthier. Again, healthy employees are good for business--fewer sick days, fewer medications, and fewer heart attacks. Yet if only 10 percent of your manager’s annual evaluation was based on what she did last year to help improve the health of his direct report employees, like you, it would be okay--not weird--for you to sit on a highway cone-orange exercise ball chair instead of a black office chair. One-on-one walking meetings would become normal, and desktop lunches might start to look anti-social. You might be thanked when you bring in fruit for your birthday but given the stink eye if you brought two dozen donuts or 5 pounds of bagels.

This is radical thinking. That’s why it’s surprising that so many managers are in favor of it. Again, we found that most managers thought that having this health clause in their contracts would clearly incentivize them to make their employees more happy, productive, and cooperative. They also liked how most of the changes would be quick and easy to implement -- they didn't have to do anything drastic like install a company Jai-Alai court or polo field. We also asked them if they would rather work for Acme Corporation, which did not have 10 percent of their evaluation tied to wellness, or Shangri-La Corporation, which did. Sixty-four percent wanted to work for Shangri-La. They said they believed it would be a more dynamic, progressive industry leader, with room for more advancement.

Every company talks about health and wellness, but really they’re either committed to it or they aren’t. If they’re committed, they need to visualize what this new company looks like--it’s can’t just have a walking trail, a diabetes brochure, or fruit cups in the cafeteria. There’s an expression in business that you motivate what you measure. If your boss measures how many insurance policies you sell, how many widgets you make, or how long you spend at their desk, that’s what you focus on. If they don’t measure it, you don’t take it quite as seriously.

What if we measured how hard our company worked to make us healthier? Unless you were sleep-reading through the last three chapters, it’s not surprising that a Scorecard can be an effective way to see how they measure up. This Slim by Design Scorecard is one of the quick assessments we use when working with companies to help make their employees healthier. Just like the scorecards for supermarkets and restaurants, it will show your boss or your wellness director how their company stacks
up, and what they can specifically do to show leadership in wellness. It will give them some specific changes they can make right away, and it also lets them know someone really cares and might be measuring them. That’s motivating.

**Think Summer Camp, Not Boot Camp**

Remember the four pillars of most company wellness efforts and their tenth-grade counterparts? A health education program (health class), company fitness center (gym), new cafeteria foods (boring school lunches), and incentives (grades). It’s not surprising that most of these back-to-school-style company efforts don’t have widespread or enduring results. Just as when we were fifteen, we resented “the man” telling us what to do—regardless of how good it is for us.

If company wellness programs are ignored by most workers and used fitfully by others, maybe a better approach would be to change the workplace so that everyone moves in the right direction without resisting. Instead of thinking of wellness programs as boot camp—where everyone’s going to get whipped into shape—a better metaphor might be summer camp. Whether it’s basketball camp, band camp, church camp, or econometrics camp, summer camps are usually designed so kids can arrange their days to do a lot of what they want.

Companies need to be more like camps. If employees usually grumpily eat lunch hunched over a screen at their desk, the company should give them a reason to move—like a magnetically attractive break room, brownbag seminar series, or maybe even a fitness room with occasional programs. If employees reach for the cafeteria cheeseburger and fries by default, the company needs to tilt the cafeteria in the direction of the healthier foods so they’re the first foods people think about, see, and conveniently grab. If the company is going to give a discount to join health-related activities, they need to give lots of options. That is what a truly great company wellness program would do. It would help us become slim by design—not slim in spite of it.
Slim by Design Workplace Self-Assessment Scorecard

Is your workplace making you slim by design? To get some early indicators, start by reviewing your workplace against this 100-point scorecard. If management does the majority of these things, you should be in your State Fair’s six-pack ab competition. If they don’t do many, you can let them know what would help you and others to bring home the gold. How many of these items do you or your company do?

Innovative Incentives
- Offers new employees to sign an Employee Worksite Wellness Code in exchange for free or discounted health insurance
- Offers health insurance reimbursement or co-pay if employee is involved in physical or stress-reducing activities within an approved menu of options
- At least 10 percent of a manager’s evaluation and promotion is based on their efforts to promote workplace wellness among their direct supports
- An employee survey of workplace wellness preferences has been conducted within the past three years
- Allows flexible work schedules if an employee presents a plan for physical activity

Break Room Makeover
- Offers free fruit (such as bananas)
- Shows the number of calories in items in the vending machine
- Decorates the room with posters, pictures, and plants; refurbishes the room; repaints the room; chooses soft lighting
- Places a water cooler with cups and free healthy snacks on a table
- Requires that the majority of the items in the vending machines are healthy
- Increases the price of unhealthy snacks and decreases the price of healthy snacks
- Places vending machines in a location that is not easily accessible from the workspaces
- Places healthier snacks at eye level
- Places less healthy snacks are at the bottom of the machine
- Has posters of healthy foods near vending machines or in the lunchrooms
- Encourages bringing brown-bag lunches from home
- Promotes a once-a-week snack-free day
- Provides a microwave
- Provides a large refrigerator with an ice maker

Office Encouragement
- Hosts a regular speakers series on health topics
- Encourages employees to keep snacks off their desk
- Places a water coolers in convenient, easily accessible areas
- Promotes a snack-free day competition
- Promotes a once-a-week vegetarian day (such as Meatless Mondays)
- Offers the option of standard desk chairs or exercise ball chairs for fitness
- Offers at least monthly company-wide health activities such as healthy cooking class or wellness session
- Has a health/fitness discussion thread on the company’s Google group, website, or other means to encourage group conversations and teamwork on these topics
- Holds various workshops on healthy living and eating properly

Encouraging Physical Activity
- Promotes walking meetings if possible
- Participates in a charity 5K race
Promotes an online group (using social media such as Facebook, Meetup, or Keas) that is dedicated to healthy lifestyles
- Discounts gym membership fees for employees
- Sets up an incentivized fitness challenge among employees
- Offers cash incentives for employees who participate in various physical activities on a weekly basis
- On large workplaces (like a campus or a plant), gives free access to bikes to people who need to change buildings
- Posts signs by the stairs and the elevator that explain the health benefits of taking the stairs compared to taking the elevator
- Stairwell is inviting to those who want to walk the stairs
- Builds bike racks close to the building entrance
- Creates fitness groups (such as walking/jogging)
- Places water fountains with cups next to drink vending machines
- Provides take-out (not delivery menus) for healthy restaurants

Cafeteria and Snack Kitchen Makeovers
- In dining halls, serves smaller drinks (under 16 ounces) but allows free refills
- Allows employees to preorder meals from the cafeteria
- Provides a sheet for employees that lists nearby healthy fast food options
- Offers a convenience line featuring only healthy prepared foods options
- Offers discounts to employees who purchase salads or combos
- Places healthier items (such as the salad bar) as the first food visible in the dining hall
- Medium-size trays are available upon entering the cafeteria
- Displays signs encouraging employees to pay with cash instead of credit
- Offers discounts for cash
- Creates “diet” tables in the dining halls: table where people on a diet can seat

Cafeteria Menu Board Re-Design
- At least three healthy appetizers are offered
- At least three healthy entrées are offered
- At least three healthy desserts are offered
- At least three healthy beverages (other than water) are offered
- Meals contain a fruit or healthier salad option
- At least 5 healthy items are clustered together in a visible corner of the menu board
- Colored or bolded words are used to highlight healthy foods
- Logos or icons are used to draw attention to targeted healthy items
- Descriptive words are used to describe healthy items
- Offers salads as the default while fries may be substituted at an additional cost
- In any section, healthier items are listed first on the menu board
- A non-starchy vegetable or fruit is the default side offering
- A salad is the default side offering
- Calorie levels are provided for selected items
- Grab-and-go meals are lower in calories than the dine-in equivalent
- Promotes the grab-and-go healthy meals as fresh rather than healthy

Cafeteria Specials and Promotions
- At least one appetizer special is healthy
- At least one entrée special is healthy
- At least one dessert special is healthier
- Displays and dramatizes healthy options as first thing seen when entering and as point of purchase display, visible and accessible (for example, a salad bar by the counter, apples by the register)
- A frequent salad-buyer program is available (such as 5 punches = free salad)
**Portion-size, Preparation, and Substitution Options**

- Plates are less than 10 inches in diameter
- Plates are a darker color than white or beige
- Bowls hold 16 ounces or less
- Glasses hold 16 ounces or less
- Plates have a wide colored rim
- Pitchers of water are provided on tables
- A double portion of vegetables is available for a side dish substitution
- The entrée special is available in a half-size portion
- At least three entrées are available in half-size portions
- The dessert special is also available in a half-size portion
- At least three desserts are available in half-size portions
- Vegetable portions are 20 percent larger than in the past
- Increase the amount of vegetables on the plate and reduce the other components
- When appropriate, offer dressings and sauces on the side
- Extra vegetables can be substituted for the starch
- Soup can be substituted for the starch
- Salad can be substituted for the starch
- Offer fruit or a fruit salad instead of traditional desserts

**Scoring Brackets**

70-100 – Slim by Design Workplace - Gold
50-69 – Slim by Design Workplace - Silver
30-49 – Slim by Design Workplace - Bronze
Chapter 5 -- Endnotes
(For the Back of the Book)


ii Just like when we order the hot fudge sundae without the cherry – because we’re on a diet.

iii A great observation by my friend John C. Peters, a long-time executive for Procter & Gamble and now the chief strategy officer of the University of Colorado Anschutz Wellness Center.


v These plans work a little bit for a few people. That is, they might lead some fit-minded folks to shift from their personal gym to the company gym, the cafeteria might sell a few more salads each day, or they might lead one fitness challenge team to lose 8 pounds each until it creeps back on over the winter. Some examples of financial incentives include a $250 cash bonus for a 10 percent weight loss, $150 for participating in programs, subsidies for gym and Weight Watchers memberships, and discount coupons for healthy foods.

vi Some modestly successful wellness programs in four very different industries include Johnson & Johnson (annual savings of $224.66 per employee), IBM (saved $2.42 for every $1 spent on wellness), H-E-B Grocery (health care costs increased only one-third of national average), and Lincoln Industries (cut workers compensation claims in down from $510,000 to $43,000 in one year).

vii This 60-30-10 breakdown Human Resources people throw around as a rough approximation.


ix On place to find free posters is from here: wellnessproposals.com/wellness-library/nutrition/nutrition-posters/ and


xi An account of our work can be found here: Cliff Kuang (2012) “In the Cafeteria, Google Gets Healthy,” Fast Company, April 2012.


xiii The basic study was first shown in James E. Painter, Brian Wansink, and Julie B. Hieggelke (2002), “How Visibility and Convenience Influence Candy Consumption,” Appetite, 38:3 (June), 237-238. The 9% drop was reported by Jennifer Kurkoski and Jessica Wisdom to Cliff Kuang in Fast Company, April 2012.

xiv The general figure our research has discovered is closer to 22% for the average person, but this 32% increase was reported by Jennifer Kurkoski and Jessica Wisdom to Cliff Kuang in Fast Company, April 2012.

xv This is a great way to eat smaller snacks – eat only ¼ as much and distract yourself for 15 minutes returning phone calls or straightening up: Ellen Van Kleef, Mitsuru Shimizu, and Brian Wansink (2013), “Just a Bite: Considerably Smaller Snack Portions Satisfy Delayed Hunger and Craving,” Food Quality and Preference, 27:1, 96-100.

xvi A major drawback is that they are very subjective in where the line is drawn – is 1% milk a red light or a yellow light? When consumers think there is too much subjectivity, they either ignore it or react against it.


xviii The full list of all of the changes is available at SlimByDesign.org.


xxi One great solution to this is to have cards limited so they can only buy healthy items. More at Brian Wansink, David R. Just and Collin R. Payne (2013), The Behavioral Economics of Healthier School Lunch Payment Systems, under review.

xxii I’ve heard this quote a number of times. Here’s a secondary citation of it: http://www.instantdane.tv/ultimate-fitness-guru-taught-how-to-stay-fit/. This guy is truly a study “Just do it” inspiration. Check him out on YouTube.

xxiii In the beginning, we held Consumer Camp for anyone who had participated in a study of ours over the prior year. When people are in a study, there’s always some of them who want to know the results. Consumer Camp is a much more fun way to tell them what we’ve been doing than sending out a form e-mail. Over the years we’ve had people from 37 different states attend Consumer Camp.
We’ve never limited how many people could attend. More information and registration details can be found at foodpsychology.cornell.edu/content/consumer-camp.


Details about the program can be found in the article in the next footnote along with this more general version: Brian Wansink (2010), “From Mindless Eating to Mindlessly Eating Better,” Physiology & Behavior, 100:5, 454-463.

When Mindless Eating was published, we were indulged with calls and emails – maybe 800 a week – asking what would be the one or two biggest changes that a person could make in their life that would make the biggest difference in helping them mindlessly eat less. To help each of these people and not lose our lives, we developed the National Mindless Eating Challenge. We directed these people to a website that asked them eighteen different questions, and based on these questions, we presented them with the three small changes they could make that would cause them to lose weight. Not a lot of weight—just 1 or 2 pounds a month—but they would be doing it without dieting, and the number on the scale would be moving in the right direction.

We focused on those who adhered to at least one change they were given. See more at Kirsikka Kaipaninen, Collin R. Payne, and Brian Wansink (2012), “The Mindless Eating Challenge: Retention, Weight Outcomes, and Barriers for Changes in a Public Web-based Healthy Eating and Weight Loss Program,” Journal of Medical Internet Research, 14:6, e168.

If you work in company wellness, you’ll find this article useful. It shows what you can put in these contracts and what to leave out, Rebecca S. Robbins and Brian Wansink (2014), “Designing Employee Health Contracts to be Slim by Design,” forthcoming.

Although this is an early article on this law, there’s not a lot that’s been reported since then that is of much note: Norimitsu Onishi (2008), “Japan, Seeking Trim Waists, Measures Millions,” New York Times (June 13, 2008).

The exact number reported by the AFP agency is 12.3, but I conservatively rounded up because this strikes me strangely too low for such a disciplined country with such strong social norms. Here’s the details: Jacques Lhuillery (2013) “Breaking the Law, one sushi roll at a time,” AFP, (AFP.com/en/node/804444), January 25, 2013.

This is radical thinking, so it’s surprising so many managers seem to be behind it. Download this article at the Social Science Research Network, Rebecca S. Robbins and Brian Wansink (2014) “Evaluating Managers Based on the Wellness of Their Employees,” forthcoming.